
SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 31.40 metres (103')
Beam: 7.20 metres (23' 7")
Draft: 2.60 metres (8' 6")
Number of crew: 6
Built: 1992
Builder: LOWLAND HOLLAND
Naval architect:
Flag: GREEK
Hull construction: Steel
Hull configuration: Displacement
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, Stabilisers at anchor, WiFi
connection on board

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 x 503hp Caterpillar
Generator: 1 X 42Kw, 1 x 24Kw Northenlights
Generators consumption: 220 Ltrs/Day
Cruising speed: 12
Fuel consumption: 240 Litres/Hr

ACCOMMODATION
Number of cabins: 4
Cabin configuration: 3 Double, 1 Twin
Bed configuration: 3 Double, 2 Single
Number of guests: 8

WATER SPORTS
Tenders + toys: One Zodiac rib 4,70m with 80hp
Yamaha outboard, one 3-seat jet ski, two sea scooters
Seadoo, glass bottom rib with electric outboard engine,
tubes, banana, two sit on top 8ft canoe kayaks,
water-skis, wakeboard, snorkeling and fishing equipment.

SUNCOCO's interior has been extensively refitted in 2007-2009. All of the yacht's fabrics, materials, and furnishings have been upgraded thus creating an

inviting and welcoming atmosphere. New electronic system of latest technology has been installed and all water toys have also been replaced. Full exterior

repaint in 2013.

SUNCOCO, is the astounding result of designer De Vries and builder Lowland. SUNCOCO is the 103 foot displacement yacht, of pure Dutch supremacy!

Her wide beam of 23.7 ft reveals her large volume, which ensures a sound and settled journey with plenty of room on board for your in-door and out-door

entertainment. Your desired destination shall effortlessly be accomplished, with her velvety cruising speed of 12 knots.

Your entrance into SUNCOCO is through the salon, allowed by two large glass sliding doors with just a push of a button or with great ease manually. Once

in the salon, to your right greeting you is an “L” shaped white cloth sofa. Directly in front of the sofa is a wooden, low coffee table. To the left of the saloon

and across from the sofa, is a long wooden pantry and a 3D LED 40 inches TV. Also available DVD library with 3D movies. Next to this pantry you will find

another sofa just as the previous, but a tad bit smaller, along with the same style coffee table. Separating the dining area with the salon is an elegant

diminutive library with round table of the same size. Both the salon and dining area are very spacious with paneled walls and “Alcadara” leather ceiling.

The lighting in these areas is adequately set with spot lights and during the day, you may enjoy the sunlight from the surrounding windows just by lifting the

Venetian style blinds. The dining table comfortably and spaciously seats eight persons. Against the wall of the dining room, you will find a large flat screen

TV with two small lights for your viewing pleasure. From the dining room, to the right, you will come across a door which is the entrance to the galley and

your excellent crews’ quarters. The galley is fitted with all that is necessary to serve your every need. Between the dining area and salon, there is a stair

case. Climbing up this staircase, you will enter the sky lounge, which is adjacent to the bridge. The sky lounge is the ideal spot for quiet relaxation. It

consists of a sofa and small coffee table, facing the flat screen TV which is located on the wall above a tasteful wooden cupboard. In the sky lounge,

besides laying back and setting everything behind you, you have the thrilling sensation that you are in command. You also won’t be able to help but admire



the bridge; it is fitted with state of the art technology and so sophisticate decorated, that the temptation for you to “take the wheel” shall be extremely

overwhelming. To further your relaxation, you may make your way out to the sun deck where you may enjoy a 360 degree view unforgettable seascape

and serenity. Should you be cruising and unable to take a dip in sea, you may take your place in the Jacuzzi which is situated in the same area or just relax

on the comfortable deck sofa and sun bathing lawn chairs.

After a full day of fun and excitement, your cabins await to offer you a wonderful night’s sleep or siesta rest. Your four cabins consist of one Master, one

VIP, one Double and one Twin with two single beds. The Master cabin has a Queen size bed, with reading lights above the head on both sides giving

enough luminosity should you wish to read your book or thumb through a magazine. There is a large walk in closet for your wardrobes, but there are also

so many drawers and regular closets that space is vast. To the left of the bed, there is a desk and to your right there is a small couch. The bathroom has a

single water basin and glass case shower. Lastly, should you wish to keep your valuables secure, there is a safety box in the cabin available for your use.

TV/DVD/stereo system and air-conditioning are also situated in the cabin, for your comfort.

The VIP cabin is pretty similar to your Master cabin, she too has his and hers walk-in wardrobes, desk to the left of the cozy Queen size bed and a snug

sofa to the right of the bed. Petite reading lights are located above the head of the bed, on both sides. Your en-suite bathroom has one water basin and a

glass case shower. TV/DVD/stereo system and air-conditioning are also situated in the cabin, for your comfort.

We now come to the Double cabin here you as soon as you walk in you immediately notice your double bed. The bed is situated to the left of the cabin

against the wall. She has a pallid padded wall right behind the bed head. To the right of the cabin, situated is the en-suite bathroom with bath-tub and water

basin. At the leg of the bed, there is a very spacious closet for your belongings. TV/DVD/stereo system and air-conditioning are also situated in the cabin,

for your comfort.

Lastly, ready to accommodate the “young-ones” is the fine Twin cabin. There are two “content” single beds on both sides of the cabin, with cheerful colored

beddings. Here too, is an en-suite bathroom at the end of the cabin with one water basin and bath-tub. TV/DVD/stereo system and air-conditioning are also

situated in the cabin, for your comfort.

All the cabins are elegantly decorated with the finest of materials and fabrics and all quarters/areas, besides the switch-on lights have discreet ceiling

lights.
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